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. Rehab Addict. Directed by, Nicole Curtis. No. of seasons, 6. No. of episodes, 83. Production.
Running time, 22 Minutes. Release. Original network, DIY and . Dec 16, 2015 . It's a special day
for Nicole Curtis, the host and star of HGTV's Rehab Addict — she's just turning 38! Fans
across the nation can't get enough of . An HGTV TV personality, designer, realtor and inveterate
upcycler, Nicole. As the executive producer and host of Rehab Addict, she brings her passion
for . Jul 17, 2015 . Learn more about Nicole Curtis of DIY Network and HGTV's Rehab
Addict.According to some “specialists”, Rehab Addict Nicole Curtis net worth is around 5
million dollars. Is it much? compared with other show presenters that are in the . Jul 7, 2015 .
Nicole Curtis, star of HGTV's Rehab Addict, took to social media Monday to announce that
she's pregnant -- although it took her a couple of tries . How many times does Nicole Curtis, host
of DIY Network's reality hit Rehab Addict, have to insist that the dirt under her nails is real?Oct
13, 2010 . Getting her own TV show wasn't something LOHS grad Nicole Curtis. Curtis, now the
host of the DIY (Do it yourself) Network's "Rehab Addict.Feb 20, 2014 . Nicole Curtis is the
host(ess) of “Rehab Addict”on the HGTV/DIY networks. I confess to being a huge. Her DIY bio
reads: A self-taught home . Jul 7, 2015 . Nicole Curtis pregnant expecting second TEEN Timothy
Hiatt/Getty. Rehab Addict host Nicole Curtis announced on Monday that she's starting a .
Diy host of rehab addict, nicole curtis, poses in her home in detroit mi. Rehab addict | show |
diy updated on 06/17/2015 at 03:06:31 in diy network’s series rehab. Bio on nicole curtis of
rehab addict pregnant 2015 | daily updated on 07/9/2015 at 10:07:47 rehab addict’s nicole
curtis demolishes entitlement culture of women. An HGTV TV personality, designer, realtor and
inveterate upcycler, Nicole Curtis (www.nicolecurtis.com) has transformed her talent for salvage
and home improvement.
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Nicole. As the executive producer and host of Rehab Addict, she brings her passion for .
Jul 17, 2015 . Learn more about Nicole Curtis of DIY Network and HGTV's Rehab
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million dollars. Is it much? compared with other show presenters that are in the . Jul 7, 2015
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